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THERE 13 A LACK OF THEORY AND EMPIRICAL KNOWLEDGE
CONCERNING ADULT DEVELOPMENT BETWEEN THE AGES OF 30 TO 60.
THE POSTULATE THAT THIS PERIOD IS CHARACTERIZED BY STABILITY
Is QuEsTIONED. EXPLORATION TAKES PLACE ALL THROUGH LIFE. ITS
QUALITY FOCUS MI0k:T CHANGE, BUT THE PROCESS IS THE SAME.
DEVELOPMENTAL MODELS COULD PROVIDE A MORE COMPREHENSIVE
BACKDROP AGAINST WHICH TO EVALUATE PEOPLE IF THEY WERE
CYCLICAL RATHER THAN LINEAR. A STUDY OF MALES-IN-TRANSITION,
THOSE WHO REFUSE TO "STAY-PUT," MIGHT GIVE US CLUES TO BETTER
UNDERSTAND THOSE WHO CAN AND THOSE WHO CANNOT TRANSFORM,
CHANGE, AND PROGRESS. CURRENT MODELS OF HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT ARE NOT DESIGNED TO EXPLAIN CHANGE AND GROWTH.
THEldissiNG LINK IS THE PERSISTENT TENDENCY TO BECOME MORE
FIT, MORE COMPETENT. THE NEED TO FEEL COMPETENT IS
SELF-PROPELLING AND A POSITIVE EXPRESSION. COMPETENCY MUST BE
CONSIDERED As A CENTRAL CONCEPT-IN UNDERSTANDING ADULT
DEVELOPMENT, VIEWED IN A SOCIAL CONTEXT, AND INCLUDED IN
DEVELOPMENTAL MODELS. TEN HYPOTHESES UPON WHICH TO BUILD
RESEARCH ARE PRESENTED. TO FOCUS RESEARCH ON
ADULTS -IN- TRANSITION WAS PROPOSED AS A BETTER WAY TO
UNDERSTAND THE PROCESS OF ADULT DEVELOPMENT. THIS PAPER WAS
PREPARED FOR PRESENTATION AT THE CONFERENCE ON THE TRAINING
OF COUNSELORS OF ADULTS (CHATHAM, 1966). (RH)
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ADULTS - IN - TRANsrtiori

1. rirRamcrION

The workshop theme could be taken fro: s a statement, of Erik Erikson's:
"Identity is never gained nor maintained once and for all".1 This is a work-

shop to stimulate us to study the possibilities of continued changing identities

in adults. There are. myths about adults. . One is that patterns are so

established in infancy that once they reach thirty all.hope of change is over.

Misinterpretation of research data ?,athered:by Bloom2 and Kagaa3 conk iris the

notion that we are what we were. The practitioner who studies such research

and who is-influenced by the cultuzal froths about age becomes confused when

confronted with existentialist philosophy which can be interpreted to mean

we are What we want to be - that we have the parer within us to change at

sny time and at any age. Thus we are confronted with a securing conflict.

between the determinists and mystics.

1. it bias will become obvious as I talk to you; and I like to believe
that such a bias is central to the design and purpose of this workshop.

I feel that change is not only possible but will, in fact, become more

necessary with the changing econcrif and society. I am willing, however,
to adnit that survtrs probably prove that most adults do not change and

develop in young and middle ydars, but I am not interested in*statistics.
7thcr, this week I hope we will further our exploration of a few adults
who have or who are in the process of etim3e. The study and concern with
those who do and can cane rather than with the many more who don't and

can't chan3e should help us as practitioners to stimulate grouth and
development in our adult clients,
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2. ADULT DEVELORFAC - FACT OR FANCY

Most developmental psychology takes us through the 20 to 25th year,

leaves us, then picks us up again at 65. It almost seems as if those of

us between say 30 and 60 are not developing but just moving along a

predetermined road. Thirty years of a relatively short span are skipped,

ignored, or worse yet, taken for muted.

There seems to be agreement about one aspect of the problem - our

lack of knowledge theory of adult development. It is amazing that, with

all the studies and volumes on child development, only a handfull of such

studies exist in the area of our concern. The most extensive boolt

written to date is Personality in Riddle and Late Life by Bernice )eugarten

of the University of Chicago. Although this book reports years of study

with a group of adults rin Kansas City, lieugarten writes that "knowledge

of personality changes in the second half of life. in meager. Relatively

few empirical studies are available from which findings can be generalized,

nor is there an integrated body of developmental theory that encompasses the

total life span at:cl that provides impetus for research in this field.114

Walter Fruen, one of the authors of Late

Life points out that except for !slow, Jung and From* most theorists

view adulthood as a period of stability. Yet,. even those theorists

just mentioned do not deal systematically with adulthood. Only Erik

Erikson who categorizes human development into eisht stages, each stage

representing a change in ego development.., deals with the continous

development of people from birth to death. And although Erikson describes

the ego conflicts and crises of adulthood, Gruen points out he does so

"sumnari ly.
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Perhaps the .scarcity of theory and research with respect to the
problems of adult development, along with as apparent need for a theoretical
framework for the pragmatic resolution of challenge, have pushed many to

extend adolescent psychology until 35 and then apply disengagement theory

to those over. 35. Hastenbaum discusses the limitations of squeezing out
the middle years when he writes: "it should become iricreasingly more

difficult for theories of childhood or chil.dhood-plus-adolescence to
masquerade as theories of the entire life-span. In encountering the problems
and bhatlenges of laterlife the social sciences will have no choice but
to grow up."6

Despite a lack of any overall theoretical basis, numerous studies have

been undertaken to examine various aspects of adult development. These

studies range from definitions of happiness and time by different age

groups, to studies of TAT protocols. And yet, they do not; add up to any

consistent theory; in fact, they confuse students of adult development

because the evidence is so conflicting. A perusal of Neugartels book in

conjunction wr th Raymond Kuhlenfs chapter :Personality Change With Age"

In the book Personality Chanoe7 exposes the student of adult developlent

to the maw conflicting, contrasting, and confusing studies in the area.

To illustrate let ne mention just a fc.1 studies. Peck concludes, for

exagple that social-class rather than age Is the significant determiner

of change in riddle years, and further that the lower the class the less

veil adjusted the person and the less possiblity for Chang e.8 In another

stfrly a sa-nple of rates and females were categorind along personality

dimensions and ,11en differentiated accordinc to a Life Satisfaction Index.

:cr.1
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Personality types ranged from integrated at the healthy end of the continuum

to introspective, defended, passive-dependent, constricted, and at the

'other end of the continuum, unintegrated. The less integrated the person-

regardless of age - the less life satisfaction he experienced." In contrast

to these studies which establish that age Is not the major factor in assess-

ing Clangs, we find a study where men and women were given the Draw- a-

Person Test. The assumption of the experimegit was that self-concept can be

inferred from the size of the picture drairn. Nen after thirty drew

smaller picturts than those in their tbienties; womentipicture size de-

creased after forty.1° So, apparently, women, we have an extra decade

of expensiveness. Along these same lines, in a study of subjective

happiness, people rate the twenties as very happy and thereafter their

happiness ratings decrease.11

I. The discrepancies in these and other studies are difficult to

understand despite lieuzartents attempt to explain them. In her statuary

chapter she categorizes those studies in which age does make the difference

as dealing with lintrapsychic processes"; that is changing control over

ones s. impulse life, inability to deal with the muttitude of stimuli in

the environnent and decreasing'biologital efficiency. Age is not the

determining variable when osocioadaptational patterns", that is the

adaptive qualities of personality, are under investigation." In this

regard, Ruh len points out that age is important only when taken in

conjunaion with other variable for instance, is 'one 115 and single, 45

and married with young children, 115 with groan children, or Ig5 widowed

and poor.13

Ncugarton further explains these conflicting data as resulting from
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mehtoclological problens. The captive groups available In childhood do
not exist and the sample df adults willing to participate in studies might
well be skewed in the direction of deviancy. Even when a representative
sample is located difficulty areas in differentiating between cultural
And individual Change. The longitudinal. study' is always of value, but very
expensive and difficult.

Despite these pari obstacles to studing people Iti their saddle years*
Neugarten pleas for more and better research in the area. She gives her
plea for more research en interesting twist. and one with which I em
most sypathetic. She points to the need for ntturalistic and inductive
studies rather than the continued analysis of discrete and minute r.spedts
of the personality. Those of us stimulated to conduct research in the area
will hopefully demonstrate that adult development is fact and not fancy1

l
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3. bISCOMINUITIES - A WAY TO STUDY MIME

Even though we have no accepted and established theory for our topic,

we still need a framework to help us ask the appropriate questions. I
propose a kind of limited empiricism-that we think about, look at, talk

.about adults-in-transition. That is, thoiepeople who have radically

changed or reversed a "generally irreversible pattern. "t4 or to put it
another way, let us look at people who experience discontinuity - changing

radically their internal and external frame of reference and environment.I5

According to Donald Super% most adults between'thirty and fifty are

stabs lining their careers in what he calls the smintenince stage. Our

concern, however, is with adults not following the usual pattern but

rather those are rechzystilizing and reexploring future roles approximately

fifteen years later than expected. Chronologically, they are at the

maintenance stage, but developmentally they are exploring. But their

exploration is qualitatively* different from that of the late adolescent.

And we have no framework to study those who develop idiosyncratically.

Developmental models could provide a more comprehensive backdrop against

which.to evaluate people if they were cyclical rather: than linear.

That is, exploration takes place all thru life; it's quality and focus

night change but the process is the same. The problem with the usual

linear approach is clear when applied to adults-in-transition.

I propose, for several reasons, that we concentrate on those male adults

who are in transition, for several related reasons. First, the literature
and concern with changes in the middle years has concentrated on women. Eli

Oinzbero arues, contrary to Betty Fri edan and her followers who attempt

to evoke synpattv. for the worants plight, that women have many more choices
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and options availabe tethem than men. Women can enter, leave, reenter the

labor market and be considered interesting. The an who engages in prolonged

role exploration is considered neurotic, confused, and unmasculine. Thus,

my concern is with the male who refuses to "stay put", who feels he can

still explore and who in fact is exploring. Roger Burchett, a faculty

member at racCoAb Community College, a doctoral candidate in our depart-

. sight, and a participant at this workshop recently completed a study of

male adults in transition. He aptly titledIffs study "I'd father

Switch than Itch."

A further reason for selecting this group is that people in the

process of transforming rather than those contempleting or metering a

transition can provide us with insights into the warring factions,

uncertainties, ambivalences - in fact, the very nature of an adult going

against the mainstream. This might give us clues to better understanding

those who can and those who can't transform, change, progress.

Another reason for studying this group relates to ray guess that we

have many more people in this situation than we thinks and further, that the

ambers will grow larger. For example, Ciphers found that 25M:of his

sample if educated women radically changed gears midstream. If 25% of

his sample actually changed gears, can't we assume that as maw men would

also want to shift gears but are restricted by societal and personal

considerations. A study Of those who do shift can help us help others.

A final reason to concern ourselves with this group is, in essemes

the basic reason. There is a tremendous need to do so. All the authors

Who deal in any way with this period point, out the need for such studies.

For example, "There have been few.... studies of personality dhannes in

1.

i7.A.S.14.-



adult life as people develop without the benefit of psychotherapy.... this
is.especially true for the exceptional but significant instances of people

-.who even in their middle years, make drastic changes in their life orientation
and Oats.... which Involve - at least on the surface - a giving up of al-
most everything they have been doing.... Prominent changes were in the
areas of: (a) the, deepening of interests, (b) the develop rant of self-insight,
(c) the development of mature relationships with people, and (d) the
stabilizing of ego identity."17

I think we all might agree on the need to focus on this group -
although for many another aspect of adult development would be more

intriguing. With try interest spelled out, I would now like to *Vie explicit

iv major questions which are put forth as a first step in developing some

hypothesis upon which to build research.

1. What happens to those people who GI change, who are transformed,who are in transition? The concern here is with the qualitative
dimensions of adults-in-transition rather than a survey of how
many do change in a given year on a discrete aspect of behaVior.

2. Can naturalistic rather than experimental observation and studyof adults-in-transition yield clues about the multiple factorsWhich facilitate or prohibit change in the middle years.

3. Are there any commonalities among those who have changed?
Was there a Nevi Mal incident* leading to the change?

it. When vocational development is reversed, does i t result from
severe incongruitict between self-concept and opportunity
through work to implement, self-concept. Had there always
been a discrepancy between their self-concept and behaviorwhich finally erupted into a rechrystilizatton of "self -in-si

5. When adults make drastic changes in careers involving social
mobility, do they define work and work satisfactions in a quanta.avail different runner? Do these adults-in-transition see theirformer work In terms of extrinsic aspects (i.e. setting, hours,pay, supervision)? Do they visualize their current of futurejobs in terns of t:ork conkent?
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6. Are adults-in-transition none future than pad oriented?

7. Do these adults have conflicts in bow the significant others
in their works see their changes?

. .

8. Do adults who are making changes see themselves as competent,
self-propelling, autonomous individuils? Did they always see
themselves in this way?

9. Are there any significant class differences in the nose with
which transitions are made?

10. Are the assi§ned reasons for change as giyen by adults-in-
transition the sane as these ascribed to them by social
scientists?

To summarize, mantonws exist to study adult development. I have

chosen to foci's on adults-in-transition - that is adults experiencing

discontinuity - as a way to better urAerstand the prdoess of adult develop-
merit. To use Anselm Straus's words, we want to "capture the open-et:dee,

tentative, exploratory, hypothetical, problematical, devious, changeable,

aid only partly unified character of human courses of action."le

Is
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Is. comErucz MID CONTEXT - EXPLANATIONS FOR CHAME

These concerns and questions with change and the possibilities of trans-

formation Inevitably push one to explain how and why such changes occur. And

the explanation of a process so little understood teripts us rigidly to adhere

to any tentative framework precluding the continued assimilation of new data

and new hypothesis. At the risk, then, of presenting a too-pat and an

incomplete explanatory framework, I wish to share Iv tentative thinking with

you.

In his maw years studing human growth and development, Rchert White of

Harvard has been struck by the inadequacy of current models designed to

explain change and growth. The missing link, according to White, is the

persistent tendency to become more fit, more competent. This is not a

negative drive; that Is, one which exists solely to reduce tension, but

rather it is in the same category as the childrs.propulsion toward continued

exploration and manipulation of Ms environment.19 This need then is a .

positive expression of the universal need to expanc& explore and to

achieve more-mastery , White differentiates competence, "fitness or

ability" from the more crucial construct !sense of competence" which

is the subjective aspect of competence.29 For example, we all know people

who are objectively competent in a particular area, such as academic

study, but who nevertheless, feel incompetent. It is our sense of

competence or incompetence which can propal or block us in exploring new

activities and situations, White illustrates that this need to feel

competent is self-propelling and must be considered as a central concept

in underttanding adult development. I want to underline here that competence

and sense of conpetence can be both netemtive and positive. tie have rainy



'maples of frustrated women who find little fulfillment of sense of competence

in home and fani ly so they turn to the world of work for substitute gratifica-
tion. This is qualitatively different from the woman who it pushed into

new activities out of a continued necd to expand her sense of competence.

This person needs to continue exploring, just as the infant continues to
touch and pat every new object in his environment in effort at more complete

control and achievement.

Lest you think that Vhiteis erring in the direction of attributing more

potency than deserved to the single factor, competency, he writes "In the.

main, competence is not the most didtinctive feature of interpersonal behavior,
and its significance is sometimes ocrerloolied."21 Although White writes that
the competence model must be used in conjunction with other developmental

models, the omission of most psychologists,to do so has made 'an understandirr,:

of healthy growth and change difficult, and stimulated White to over erphasize
this construct. In context, it is proportional.

The drive to explores to become, to reach new stages of competency must

of course be viewed in a social context. Certain situations and periods in
history allow more or different options than othert.Nevitt Sanford_ in his

new book SellarLd Sock differentiates the "personality- culture" of the
19301s and the "person-in-a-social system" of the 196013-22 In the 301s it
was enough to explain behavior as resulting from social class, ethnic origin,
regional location; while in the 'AC's we explain behavior as resulting from
cultural heritage but, and this is new, we add the dimension of immediate

context as an influencitt: and change agent. An example hand is the
job corps training carps where youths are literally taken from one environment

and plac'ed temporarily in a nee situation. This assumption. is ze- unto:AO,
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is that immediate context can compensate for, or change &leis behavior.

f Cant t change ry personal family backgrounejtraumas, etc. nor can I change

the socio-economic class from which I originated, nor can I dismiss the

fact that I am an Aherican - not African -, woman - not man,- 37 not 27,

mother of one child and not three children. But what can be changed is the

immediate context within which I function. And this change can facilitate

1 growth and development.. The perspective of context certainly offers trevesendous
I* - possibilities for those trying to work with adults and particularly with poverty--

striken adults.

Sanford helps us see how the formerly vwstical notion that people can

change if given second and third chances can become a reality if we try to

lOok at the interaction of a person 'in a particular situation or environment.

Let me illustrate this with some examles of what I consider to be. among

the most meaningful developments in the past. decade. And that is the

atitlization of non or subprofessionals in education and social welfare,

largely stimulated by the Economic Opportunity Bill of 19%. The point here

is that many people have been recruited, trained and hired in meaningful trork

activities. These - a people had worked in menial Jobs and often had .

spotty and unstable work records. From personal experience, in the training

of three groups of people, I am convinced that if people are given an opportunity

to make their day to day activities meaningful rather than meaningless and

often degrading that these people trill change, develop and become mem'icrs of

a stable work force. A young man told me that balng a subprofessionat was the

most exciting thing that had ever happened to him. That before this he had

teen a Janitor and hated bib work. Now he felt his days would ratter and he
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would be doing something important. Just yesrearday, a man from the first

subprofessional training group in Detroit called me to request that I submit

a letter of recommendation to Wayne as he is applying to the Liberal Arts

School in.hopes of becoming a lawyer. Countless examples like this could

be eta? The point is, that by changing a persons situation, often we can

provide one with the nourishment to change, era', progress. I postulate that

people *rant to respect themselves, to becomelnore competent, to contribute.

Vs can help Iltd ted few who cannot realize their competency drive, but I

think the hope of tomorrow is a basic, working asstraption that people can be

helped to develop by working on their self-concepts and perceptions if at the

same tine the social system is changed in the direction of facilitating grwth.

The breaking of the bonds of frustration, th4. 43tion of hope an of potential,

and the promise of "can" may sound like bromides - but, I suggest they

are more real and offer more promise than tradition-bound, status "t

resignationA
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5. intz WCIIKSHOP AND YOT

. This workshop is designed to help us think through our attitudes about

. adults-in-transition, slaws to work with and counsel adults, as well as to

serve as a stimulus to all of us to develop merningful research projects in

the area of adult development. Hopefully, you will think together about your

attitudes toward MU wanting to change careers and your conception of the work

and educational. opportunity structure open to those in their middle years.
s

Are you an encourageror discourager? Would you support a woirein aged

19 in her plane to attend night law school? Would you think it possible for

a negro, sale bus driver of 35 to plan on becoming a sociologist? Would you

think itpresumptious If a wale.janitor wanted to study a skilled trade?

Would you accept a 60 year old teacher in a llational Defense Education Act

Guidance Institute? Would you feel a pragsatic union organizer in his

add - thistles would be unrealistic if he entired law school? Do you think

medical school is prohibitive for those over 35?

These are mimics of actual cases. Your answers will indicate sots

attitudes you have toward adults still In the process of becceing. Your

attitudes, positive, negative, or neutral, viii in fact affect your

couns sling and working with adults.

- We night conclude iv discussion of adult development by saying that

adult development de a stage of development different front that. proceeding

and following it - is neither fact nor fancy. The hope is ant some of us

here In this room will be stimulated to work in this area and help develop

*factual' and conceptual frncuork for understanding this confoings

conflicting, and exciting period of developnunt - a period inidactinost

of us are currently functiopinl.

i.ate..
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